I. Housekeeping: Check-in; Rumors
Ian Kinamont will be attending DAC, as an Associated Student representative.

II. Approval of Minutes:
Minutes from the November 24, 2014, meeting were approved as presented, with one minor correction to the spelling of Corrine Haverinen’s first name. There was a motion by Paul to approve the minutes, with a second by Matt.

III. Old Business:

- New queries for the ADA database: Sasun
  Hold till next meeting

- Bond Planning: All
  It was determined we would wait for the outcome of the Office of Civil Rights review as it may drive bond planning.

- Update – truncated dome project Brelje & Race – Paul
  The plans for the project are at DrafTech for printing. Also, the pre-qualified contractor’s list has been increased from 30 to 90 contractors. Paul reviewed the project for new DAC members, which includes the installation of 22 truncated dome pads. Approximate cost of the project is $145,000.

- ADA doors – Petaluma Campus, Building 200, Call Center & Emeritus Room 1515 – Paul
  Patie indicated the committee should move forward with approving the Petaluma door project. She confirmed the Disability Resources (DSPS) budget will fund this small improvement project.

- Elevator signage: Paul
  Signs have been ordered and will be installed by mid-February.

- Accessibility of web pages: Patie
  Patie indicated that Don Webb, Robert Thompson and Scott Conrad are discussing a 1-time project to become web compliant. The DSPS budget will fund this project. The scope of the project will be divided between consultants, dependent upon experience. Web pages will be assessed in order to verify what needs to be done with each particular page.
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- Quinn Pool: Paul  
  Air temperature has been adjusted and appears to be fine. The indoor pool temperature is still under review.

IV. New Business:  
- The Office of Civil Rights (OCR) visit is scheduled for the third week of March. The visit is not due to a complaint being made. Their review is regarding program access, especially for the sight and hearing impaired at the Santa Rosa campus (i.e. some door knobs still have the round knobs and should be updated). Patie and Paul are extensively working on the preliminary survey information provided by OCR.

  Ian suggested that he be the contact should OCR need to interview a student in a wheelchair.

- ADA Corrections and additional review for projects: Ongoing

V. Adjournment: Meeting adjourned at approximately 3:35 p.m.  
- Our next meeting is scheduled for Monday, February 23, 2015 from 3:00 – 4:30 p.m.